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Abstract
Dijet production by almost real photons has been studied at HERA with the ZEUS detector. Jets have been identified using
the cone algorithm. A cut on xyOBs, the fraction of the photon energy participating in the production of the two jets of highest
transverse energy, is used to define cross sections sensitive to the psrton distributions in the proton and in the pi;cg;on. The
dependence of the dijet cross sectionson pseudorapidityhas been measuredfor x,.OS’> 0.75 and xTGIGs<0.75. Thz lormer is
sensitive to the gluon momentum density in the proton. The latter is sensitive to the gi;lon in the photon. The cross sections
are corrected for detector acceptance and compared to leading order WD calculations.
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b)

Fig. 1. Examples of leading order diagrams for a) direct and b) resolved photoproduction.

1. Introduction

At the high energiesavailableat HERA, interactions
betweenahnost real photons (of virtuality Q* x 0)
andprotonsproducejets of high transverseenergy[ l51. The presenceof a ‘hard’energyscalemeansthat
perturbativeQCD calculationsof eventpropertiescan
be confrontedwith experiment.At leadingorder (LO)
two processesare responsiblefor jet production.The
photonmay interactdirectly Gth a partonin the proton (Fig. la), or it may first fluctuateinto an hadronic
state (Fig. lb). In the first case,known as the direct
contribution,the full energyof the photonparticipates
in the interactionwith a parton in the proton and the
fraction of the photon momentum(x,) participating
in the hard processis equal to one. The final stateof
the direct processconsistsof two jets, the proton remnant and the scatteredelectron. In the secondcase,
known as the resolvedcontribution,the photonactsas
a sourceof partonswhich then scatteroff partonsin
the proton and the fraction of the photon momentum
participatingin the hard processis lessthan one. The
search and Technology (BMFT) .
42 Supported by the German Federal Ministry for Research
and Technology (BMFT), the Volkswagen Foundation, and the
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft.
43 Supported by the Spanish Ministry of Education and Science
through funds provided by CICYT.
4.1Supported by the Particle Physics and Astronomy Research
Council.
45 Supported by the US Department of Energy.
46 Supported by the US National Science Foundation,

final statein this caseincludesa photon remnant,continuing in the original photon direction, in addition to
two jets, the proton remnant and the scatteredelectron. At higher ordersthis simple distinction between
direct and resolv& is no longer precisely,defined.
With a cut on jet transverseenergyof EF’ > 6 GeV,
direct photon eventsprobe the parton distributions in
the proton down tc xP x 2 x 10e3, where xP is the
fraction of the proton’s momentumentering into the
hard process.This processis directly sensitiveto the
gluon distribution in the proton, and complementsindirect extractionsin the samexP range [6] using the
measurementof F2 in deepinelastic zattering (DIS) .
The x, valuessampledby the resolvedphoton con-%
tribution are typically higher than those of the direct
contribution,lying in a region wherethe proton parton
distributions are constrainedby DIS data. Resolved
photon processesare directly sensitiveto the photon
partondistributions,particularly the gluon distribution
in the photon, down xY PZ0.06. This is not the case
in the measurementof Fl in yy interactionsat e+ecolliders, where highly virtual photons are used to
probe almost real photons [ 71. In collisions between
two almost real photons, however,the measurement
of jet cross sectionshas recently shown potential to
constrainthe gluon distribution in’the photon [ 8.91.
In this paper we separatethe direct and resolved
photoncontributionsto jet production,and presentdi;
jet differential ep cross sectionswhich are sensitive
to the gluon distributionsin the proton and photon respectively.In describingthe cross sectionsto be mea-

ZEUS Collaboration/Physics Letters B 348 (1995) 665-680

sured,particular attentionis paid to the way in which
direct and resolved processesare defined. Differential ep cross sectionsare presentedas a function of
jet pseudorapidityfor direct and resolvedphotonpr+
cessesand comparedto availableLO QCD calculatioqs.
2. Dehieion

of cross s6dions

We measurethe crosssectionfor dijet photoproduction, ep -P eyp -+ e X,.for eventsin which X contains at least two jets of E$’ > 6 GeV. In this experiment, photoproductioneventsare definedby demanding that the electron is scatteredat small anglesand
doesnot emergefrom the beampipe. This requirement
correspondsapproximatelyto a cut of Q2 < 4 GeV2,
giving a median Q2 of N 10e3 GeV2 [4]. The cross
section measuredis dc-rld?j, where +j = i (qt + q2)
is the averagepseudorapidity of the two jets of
highest transverseenergy,with the requirementthat
]Ahr)(= lq - 72) < 0.5. The crosssectionis measured
for 0.2 < y < 0.8, where y = Ev/Ee is the fraction
of the initial electron energy (E,) carried by the almost real photon with energyE,. This y interval correspondsto 3/p centre-of-massenergies( WYP) in the
range 132 GeV < W,,P < 265 GeV.
The possibility of experimentallyseparatingsamples of direct and resolvedphoton eventswas demonstratedin [4]. However,as the simpledefinition of resolved and direct photoproductionis only unambiguous at leadingorder, it is importantto find a definition
which is both calculableto all ordersand measurable.
For two-to-two parton scatteringin LO QCD, energy and momentumconservationgive the fraction of
the photon energyinvolved in the hard scatteras
“;o = Cpattons
Gmone-2y&

’

(1)

where YE, is the initial photon energy and the sum
is over the two final state partons.For direct photon
events,xk* = 1. Since it is not possible to measure
partons,we definean observablein termsof jets which
is analogousto x~. This observable,called xy, is
the fraction of the photon’smomentumparticipatingin
~ -is

is defined to

lie along theproton
direction,
and 3 =
-In(tan f ) where 0 is the angle behwen the jet and the z axis.

d71

the productionof the two highestEp jets. The explicit
definition is
,y

=

Ejets

EFe-p
%7Ee

’

(2)

where now the sum runs over the two jets of highest
E$‘. In the ,K$*’distributionthus obtained,the LO direct andresolvedprocessespopulatedifferent regions,
with the direct processesconcentratedat high values
of xyBS. The peak arising from the direct contribution will not necessarilylie exactly at xy= 1 due
to higher order effects and/‘orhadronisation,but will
still correspondto the kinematicregion wheremost or
all of the energy of the photon is availableto probe
the proton. The relationshipbetweenthe definitions
of xtBs and nk” is dependentupon the hadronisation and showeringmodels used to describethe final
state and the assumptionsmadein the calculation of
the hard process,as xb” becomesambiguouseven
at next-to-leadingorder (NLO). For these reasons,
we will presenthadronicjet cross sectionsand will
not use Monte Carlo modelsto correct back to parton
kinematics.For the purposesof this paper,the separation betweendirect and resolvedphotoproductionis
defined by a cut on xyas. Other model-independent
definitions for separatingresolvedand direct photon
processeshave been suggested,often using a cut on
the energyin a conearoundthe photondirection 1IO].
We have chosenthe definition basedupon xFBs becauseit dependsonly upon the measurementof y, Es
and the q’s of the jets, without the needto introduce
further variables.
The (AT] cut ensuresthat for the q bins inl:‘hich the
cross sectionsare measured,both jets lie well within
the acceptanceof the ZEUS detector,without imposing additionalcuts at high and low @. Applying this
cut hastwo further benefits,which can be seenas follows. When both jets are at equal q and equal EFt,
fi = 2Ep and so the range of possible choices of
scalein theoreticalcalculationsis reduced.More importantly,by rewriting the expressionfor x;ns in terms
of ]Aql and ii, and assumingthe jets to have equal
transverseenergy,one obtains
OBS E$-4
= -coshy
xY
YE,

(3)

A similar expressioncan be written for the proton,
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OBS E$‘i

x,,

=-

EP

cash f!!l

2 ’

(4)

whereEp is the incident proronenergy.When thejets
are at equal pseudorapiJitiesthe hyperbolic cosine
term takesits minimum valueof unity. Thus the minimum availablen values are probed for a given EF’
and f, and thereis a strongcorrelationbetween7;iand
x:” in the direct cross section and betweenq and
yxyS in the resolvedcross section [ 111. Applying
the cut /ATI < 0.5 brings us close to this situation.
3. The ZEUS detector and beam conditions

Details of the ZEUS detectorhave beendescribed
elsewhere[ 121.The primary componentsusedin this
analysis are the calorimeterand the tracking detectors. The uranium-scintillatorcalorimeter [ 131 covers about99.7% of the total solid angle and is subdivided into electromagneticand hadronicsectionswith
cell size, respectively,of 5 x 20 cm2 (10 x 20 cm2
in the rear calorimeteri.e. the electrondirection), and
20 x 20 cm2. The calorimeterhas an equal response
to electronsand hadronswithin 3% and the energy
resolutionachievedin test beams,in termscf the enegy E in GeV, is a/E = 18 % /& for electronsand
a/E = 35 % /a for hadrons.The timing resolution
of a calorimetercell is better than 0, = 1.5 /& @
0.5 ns.
The tracking system consists of a vertex detector (VXD) [ 141 and a central tracking chamber
(CID) 1151 enclosedin a 1.43 T solenoidalmagnetic field. The interactionvertex is measuredwith a
resolution along (transverseto) the beam direction
of 0.4 (0.1) cm.
To allow a precise measurementof the luminosity via the electron-protonBremsstrahlungprocess,
electronand photonlead-scintillatorcalorimetershave
been installed inside the I-IEBA tunnel, subtending
small angles from the interaction vertex [ 161. The
small-angleelectroncalorimeteris also used to tag a
subsampleof photoproductioneventsin the approximate range 10-s GeV2 < Q2 < low2 GeV2.
In 1993HERA operatedwith 84 colliding bun&es
of 820 GeV protonsand 26.7 GeV electronswith typical beamcurrentsaround10 mA and a luminosity of
0.6 x 103”cmN2 s-l. From thesecolliding bunches

ZEUS collected a total integratedluminosity of approximately 0.55 pb-’ . Additional unpairedelectron
and proton bunchescirculatedto allow monitoring of
backgroundfrom beam-gasinteractions.
4. Data selection and jet finding

ZEUS dataacquisitionusesa threelevel trigger systern. During the 1993data taking period, we have selected events which were triggered at the first level
on regionalor trarrsverseenergysumsin the uranium
calorimeter.Events were also triggered on a coincidenceof an electronmeasuredin the small-angleelectron calorimeter and an energy deposit in the rear
calorimeter.Theseeventswere used to check the efficiency of the calorimeter-onlytriggers used in the
cross sectioncalculation.
At the secondlevel trigger,cuts on calorimetertiming were usedto removeeventscausedby interactions
betweenthe proton beamandresidualgas in the beam
pipe in front of the calorimeter[ 171.The efficiency of
the combinationof the first and secondlevel triggers
to select eventsin the kinematic region of our cross
sectionshas beendeterminedto be greaterthan 98%.
At the third level trigger, tighter timing cuts were
made to reject eventsarising from proton beam-gas
interactions.Cosmic my eventswere vetoedusing information from the tracking chambersand calorimeter. Events with no vertex found by the central tracking chambers,or with a vertex found at z < -75 cm
wererejected.The measuredtransverseenergyoutside
a 10’cone aroundthe forward beampipe( Erone)was
calculated,making useof the vertex information from
the tracking detectorsand associatingthe energy in a
cell with the geometriccentreof that cell. Eventswith
PoM < 12 GeV were rejected.After these triggers,
4;0,000 eventsremained.
For the final analysis, more stringent cuts using
calorimetertiming and tracking information are made
to further reducethe backgroundfrom cosmicrays and
beam-gasinteractions.‘Rvo additionalcuts are made,
ba-ed upon different measurements
of y [ 41:
(i) Eventswith an electroncandidatein the uranium
calorimeter are removed if EL is greater than
5 GeV,and if the electrongivesa measuredy, =
I-$(l-cosB:)
<0.7,whereEiand6:are
the en&gy and angle of the scatteredelectron.
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(ii) A cut is madeon the Jacquet-Blonde1
measurement of y, YJB= Ci( Ei- Ezi) /2Ee, whereE;i =
Ei COS(@ i),and Ei and Bi are the energyand POlar angle of the calorimetercell. The angle is
determinedusing the measuredz-vertex of the
event.It is assumedthat the scatteredelectronis
not seenin the uraniumcalorimeterand so the
sum runs over all calorimetercells. For any remaining eventsfor which the scatteredelectron
did enterthe uraniumcalorimeterand either was
not identified or gave y, above 0.7, the value
of YJBunder this assumptionwill be near one.
Protonbeam-gaseventswill havelow valuesof
YJB.To further reducecontaminationfrom both
these sources,we demandthat 0.15 < YJB<
0.7, which is an estimatorof the actualy interval
of 0.2 < y < 0.8, as determinedfrom studiesof
the energy loss in inactive materialin front of
the uraniumcalorimeter.
For the surviving events, jet finding is performed on all cells of the uranium calorimeterusing a cone algorithm [ 181. The cone radius of
the jet tinding algorithm is defined such that R =
1. The algorithm searchesin
Ja=
pseudorapidity-azimuth(q=tt-&tt ) space for the
cone containingthe highest summedET, removesthe
cells in this cone and continuesthe searchfor the next
highest ET cone. If the summedtransverseenergyof
the calorimetercells within a cone (Era’) is greater
than 5 GeV, and if the ET weightedpseudorapidityof
the centre of the cone lies within - 1.125 < @ “’<
1.87.5,then the cells inside this cone are selectedas a
jet. The @ ’ thresholdof 5 GeV is to compensatefor
energy lossesfrom inactive material in front of the
calorimeter.This energy loss is correctedfor in the
determinationof the cross sections.This r] range is
dictated by the availablestatisticsand by the necessity to remainin the central region of the calorimeter.
Events are selected if they have at least two jets
satisfying thesecuts.
After thesecuts a sampleof 12,100photoproduction eventsremains.This is reducedto a final sample
of 4,000 eventsafter a cut on the valueof Aq reconstructedfrom the two jets of highesttransverseenergy
found in the calorimeter( (A$all ( 0.5). The backgroundsfrom cosmic rays and beam-gasinteractions
are 0.6% and’l.O%, respectively,as determinedfrom
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the numberof survivingeventsoriginatingfrom empty
bunch crossingsand unpaired proton bunches.The
contaminationfrom eventswith a scatteredelectronin
the uranium calorimeteris found to be around 2.5%
from studiesusing DIS Monte Carlo events.Studies
usingthe hrdependentlyselectedsamplefor which the
scatteredelectron is seenin the small angle electron
calorimeterand for which lower energythresholdsin
the uranium calorimeterare applied, show that the
combinedefficiency of the first level trigger and the
pgM cut is greaterthan 90% for eventswith two jets
of et > 5 GeV.
5. Resolution of kinematic variabks

In order to estimatehow well jets and energiesare
reconstructedin the ZEUS detector.and to study the
efficiencyof the data selectioncuts, WC;WC usedthe
HERWIG 5.7 [ 191 and PYTHIA 5.6 [20] eventgeneratorsin conjunctionwith a detailedsimulationof the
ZEUS detectorand triggers.The simulatedintegrated
luminosity used is greater than that of the data. As
shown in [4], thesegeneratorsare able to provide a
reasonabledescriptionaf the data with the m inimum
fi of a hard scatterset to 2.5 GeV and this value was
used in the current implementations.The pzton distribution setsusedwere MRSD- [21] for the proton
and GRV LO for the photon [ 221, For each generator (HERWIG and PYTHIA), samplesof direct and
resolvedphotoproductioneventswere combinedaccording to the generatedcross sections.The Monte
Carlo simulationsareonly usedto correctfor detector
acceptanceand smearing.
Theexperimentalshiftsandresolutionspredictedby
the Monte Carlo simulationswere obtainedby comparing the true variableswith the reconstructedvalues
in the simulateddetector.The measuredvalueof ~p’
is called .x?’and is calculatedby insertingI$“, qCai,
and ~JBinto Eq. (2). For the jet variables(including
XT” )) the true variablesare calculatedby performing jet finding on the final state particles generated
by the HERWIG or PYTHIA programbefore dettitor simulation.The reconstructedvalueof y ( YJB)is
systematicallylower than the true value by an average of 0.08, and has a resolutionof 0.06. The measurementsof r], 7j, Ar) and x:ns exhibit no systematic shift and have resolutionsof 0.06 (0.07), 0.05
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(0.06). 0.10 (0.13) and 0.06 (0.07) rc;pcctively,for
HFRWIG (PYTHIA). The reconstructed
valueof EFf
is systematicallylower than the true value by 15%
(16%) for the HERWIG (PMHIA) simulationwith
a resolutionof 12%.
The descriptionof the energyresponseof the uranium calorimeterin the Monte Carlo simulationhas
beencheckedfor eventswith an electronmeasuredin
the small-angleelectroncalorimeter.The photon energycalculatedfrom E, = E, - Ei wascomparedwith
the value reconstructedfrom the calorimetervariable
YJB CR;’ = YJ~&). In addition, for jets in the central region of the calorimeter,the measurement
of the
transverseenergyavailablefrom the ZEUS tracking
detecto.:shasbeenusedto checkthe simulationof the
calorimeterenergyresponse[ 51. The transverseenergy of jets in the forward region of the calorimeter
(outsidethe acceptanceof the ZEUS centraltracking
detector) has been comparedwith the p+’ of these
centraljets. From these investigationswe conclude
that the Monte Carlo descriptionof the energy responseof the calorimeterto jets of hadronsis correct
to within a possibleoverestimatiunof the energyof
5%.
The effects of discrepanciesbetween the Monte
Carlo simulationsand the dataon the measurement
of
the crosssectionsare estimatedby varyingthe selection cuts made on the reconstructedkinematic variables,both in the data and the simulatedsampleand
areincludedin the systematicerrorson the final cross
sectionvalues.

6. Results and discussion
Fig. 2a showsthe distributionof ~7’ for the final
data sampleenteringinto the Lrosssectionmeasurements. There is a clear peak at high valuesof ~7’
which indicatesthe presenceof direct type processes.
The shapeof this uncorrectedxyBSdistribution and
the position of the peak are insensitiveto the problem
of calorimeterenergyresponsebecauseof the presence of energyterms in both the numeratorand denominatorof Eq (2). Thedistributionsfrom PYTHIA
and HERWIG are also shownwherethe Monte Carlo
curveshave been normalisedto fit the direct peak in
the data.Although the shapeof the direct peakis reasonablyreproduced,the Monte Carlo simulationsfail

to describethe &e seenin the data at low ~7’. This
effect was also seenin [4], In the samefigure, the
LO direct contributionfrom HERWIG is shown separately,and indicatesthat defining the direct process
with a cut on x$“’ of 0.75 corresponds
well to the LO
definition of direct photon processesas implemented
in the simulations.
Fig. 2b shows the uncorrectedtransverseenergy
flow per jet l/N dET/dST around the jet axis for
eventswith .x7’> 0.75. For this classof events,both
HERWIG and PYTHIA reproducethe data distribution well. The samedistribution is shown in Fig. 2c
for eventswith xy’< 0.75. In this caseboth simulations fail to describethe transverseenergyflow in the
forward region, as was also observedfor the jets in
the inclusivejet crosssectionsin [ 31 and [ 51.

6.1. Direct photon dijet cross section
The direct photoncrosssectionwas evaluatedfrom
our data by applyingacceptancecorrectionfactorsobtainedusingthe Monte Carlo simulations.Eventswere
selectedby cuts on the reconstructedkinematicquantities as outlined in Section4 and a cut of ~.:‘a 0.75.
For thesecuts,we haveevaluated,bin by bm, the acceptancecorrectionfor the measurementof the cross
sectionda/dfj as definedby the kinematic variables
describedin Section2 with a cut of xyBs> 0.75. The
efficiency and purity are evaluatedfor bins of width
0.25, with centresin the range -0.75 < 4 < 1.0, using the simulationof the ZEUS detectorin conjunction
with eventsfrom the HERWIG and PYTHIA generators.
The efficiencyis a slowly varyingfunction of 4 and
is around50%, falling to 35% in the lowest15bin. The
purity in eachbin is approximatelyindependentof ij
and around 60% and dependsmostly on migrations
acrossthe EFf cut. Taking the ratio of thesegives an
acceptancecorrectionfactor which averagesaround
1.3 and risesto around 1.5 in the iowest +j bin. This
correctionaccountsfor all detectoreffectsand migrations.We correctbackto the final stateparticl,esand no
subtractionof jet pedestalenergy(i.e. possibletransverseenergyaroundthe jet direction which is not associatedwith the hard subprocess)is performed.The
differential crosssectiondv/drf for xvBS> 0.75 and
the kinematicrangeindicatedin the figure caption,is
shownin Fig. 3 wherethe crosssectionvalue is plot-
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Pig. 2. a) The e
distribution. ‘Ihe solid circles ate. uncorrected
ZEUS data. The solid (dashed) line represents the distribution
from the PYlTHA (HERWIG) simulation. The LO direct contribution to the HERWIG distribution is shown by the shaded histogram. The Monte Carlo curves have been normal&d to fit the
diet peak in the data. b) and c) show the uncorrected transverse
energy flow l/N d&/d&q
around the jet axis, for cells within
one radian in 4 of the jet axis, for b) direct and c) resolved
events. The solid (dashed) line represents the distribution from
PYTHIA (HERWIG).

tion, the bin by bin correctionprocedurewas checked
againstthe resultsof an unfolding methodbasedupon
Bayes’theorem [ 231, which showedessentiallythe
sameresult. The largestshift in each bin from these
variationswas found to be similar to the statisticalerror on the data, and is takento be the total systeniatic
error.
The systematicuncertainty arising from a possible 5% uncertaintyin the meanenergiesmeasuredby
the calorimeteris highly correlatedbetweenbins, and
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Fig. 3. dg/&i fo- ep -+ eX + 2 (or more) jets, [Alli < 0.5, /$ > 6 GeV, 0.2 < .v < 0.8, Q* < 1 GeV*, xvEsa 0.75. The solid circles
are corrected ZEt,S data. Tbe inner error bars indicate the statistical errors, the outer error bus show ti.e systematic uncertainty (excluding
the correlated uncertainty) added in quadmture. The shaded band shows the con-ela~ed *acertainty from measurement of energy in the
calorimeter and tt.e integrated luminosity. In a) the data are compared to LO QCD calcul&ns using several parton distribution sets for !I~proton and the GS2 set for the photon. In b) the data are compared to the LO QCD Calculation of a) using the GRV LO parton distibutkn
set for the proton, the same calculation but omitting the resolved contribution with x y> 0.75, including only gluon i:&rced direct photon
processes and the ‘kr factorized’ curve. In c) the data are compzucd to HERWIG Monte Carlo estimates of the cross section using partons
and final state jets. For these HERWIG histograms we have used the the GRV LO ( LACl ) proton (photon) parton distibution set. In d) the
data are cornpad to HERWIG jet cross sections using the GRV (LACl) and MRSDn (LACl) proton (photon) p:rrlon distributioti sets,
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is therefore excluded from the systematicerrors and
shown separatelyas a shadedband in Fig. 3a. Also
included in this shadedband is the uncertainty in the
measurementof the integrated lum;:osity of 3.3%.
The shaded band representsthe width of the uncertainty around each data point.
The measureddirect dijet crosssection is shown in
Fig. 3a. The crosssection is around 1.3 nb at negative
rf values, and exhibits a sharp drop near fl = 0 which
arises from the cutoff on the minimum Eg and the
cuts on y. The cross section is compared to several
LO QCD calculationsin which the two final statepartons are consideredto be jets. The shapeof the direct
cross section differs from that of the LO QCD calculations. However, severaleffects must be considered
when comparing data and theory:
- The gluon distribution of the proton in this lcinematic region is not well known. In Fig. 3a the data
are compared with LO cross section curves [ 1l]
calculated using the GRV LO, CTEQ2M [24],
MRSA [25] and MRSDh parton distribution sets
for the proton. The MRSA and ClEQ2M parton distribution sets are global fits to data which
include HERA measurementsof the structurefunction 25 [26]. The contribution from the tail of
the LO resolved cross section with x!‘> 0.75 is
included in the calculations u+ng t& 1.: 1271
photon parton distribution set. ‘&is -;.i:! -*l&on to
the LO cross section is small (-zaid:” ;s 0.1 nb).
This is also the case using other available photon parton distribution sets except for the LAC3
set [ 281, where due to the high gluon density at
high xy the cross section becomeslarge enough
to describethe whole high xys crosssectionwithout any direct component.This parton distribution
set is disfavouredby resultspresentedin this paper
(see below) and by other measurements[ 81.
- QCD calculations of this cross section are only
ava;;ableat LO. Someestimateof the sizeof higher
order correctionscan be made by comparingthe LO
calculation using the GRV LO parton distribution
--*---1-L:-,,.*,Ia.J
..r:nn
“.T”.e,Im.--f-) nnr1
set with the other r-40 *(U~uLaL‘
ton &tribution sets, which in general are around
20% lower49. In addition, using 2EF for the hard
scale instead of @?/2 lowers the cross section by
49 The curve calculami with the GRV NLO parton distribution set
(not shown) is also below the GRV LO curve by around 20%
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up to 20%. When both jets are at equal ~7and equal
EF’, fi = 2Er and so the most common choices
of scale are coveredby the range I$ f 2 to 2EF’.
- Due to the fact that we are probing low x partons
in the proton, the standard approximation that the
incoming partonsare collinear and on-shell may be
invalid. Analytic estimatesof the effect of allowi?_sthe incoming partonsto developnon-zerotransversemomentum(kr) have beenmadein [29] usino a so-called ‘k7 factorization’prescription.Calculations of the cross section using this technique
are so far available only for the photon-gluon fusion contribution to the direct photon crosssection.
The typical kT developedis of the order of a GeV.
In Fig. 3b we show again the data of Fig. 3a, and
the standardLO QCD calculation using the GRV
LO proton parton distributions.Also shown are the
curves for the sameparton distribution set for the
xk” = 1 contribution alone, and for just the gluoninduced part of the xt” = 1 cross section. (From
this it can be seenthat accordingto LO QCD, most
of the direct photon cross section is attributable to
the photon-&ton fusiorr diagram.) This latter curve
may then be compared to the final curve, which
shows the ‘kT’ result for the same cross section.
Non-zero parton kr in this prescription lowers the
crosssectionby as much as 30:%,and could bring a
full calculation into better agreementwith the data.
- Non-perturbative‘hadronisation’effects can be expectedto be significant for jets. In Fig. 3c we show
the data of Fig. 3d comparedto Monte Carlo estimatesot the cross section calculated from partons
generatedwith HERWIG using the GRV LO proton
parton distribution set and the LAC 1 [ 281 photon
parton distribution set. Also shown is the crosssection obtained by performing jet finding on the simulated final state particles. This histogram agrees
wi&hthe shapeof the data better than the analytic
LO QCD calculationsof Fig. 3a. Over most of the
q region these histogramslie within 20% of each
other.
Chsi&ring 2x uncertainties in LO calcuiaticns
arising from the choice of the hard scale (taken to be
Er/2 in thesecalculations) and the fact that hadronisationeffectsare not includedin the theoreticalcurves,
the descriptionof the measuredpoims by the theoretical curves is reasonable.The effects of kr, hadronisa-
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tion, and of usingdifferent partondistributionsare of
comparablemagnitude.That the direct jet cross section is sensitiveto the parton densitiesof the proton
can be seenby comparingdifferent Monte Carlo estimatesof this cu,ve generatedusing different proton parton distribution sets.In Fig. 3d, we show the
datacomparedto hadronicjet crosssectionsestimated
with HERWIG using the GRV LO and MRSDc proton parton distributionsets.The LAC 1 photon parton
distributionset was usedin both casesfor the LO resolved.FBs 2 0.75 contribution.The separationbetweenpartondistributionsetsremainsafter hadronisation, and the MRSDc parton distributiongives a consistentlvlower crosssectionfor negativevaluesof q.
In summary,the LO QCD predictionsfor the direct cross section are consistentwith the data at the
level of 30%. The theoreticalcrosssectionis sensitive
to the choice of proton parton distribution function.
CompleteNLO calculationswill reducethe ambiguity
in comparisonsto the data.
6.2. Resolvedphoton dijet crosssection
The acceptancecorrectionfor the resolvedphoton
processas defined in Section2 with a cut of xFBs<
3.75 hasbeenevaluatedin tl-c sameway as in the direct photoncrosssectionmeasurement.
The efficiency
and purity are now evaluatedfor bins with centresin
the range 0.0 < @ < 1.5. The efficiency and purity
are both approximatelyflat and around40%, giving
an acceptancecorrectionfactor of aroundunity across
the whole rangeof ii. As for the direct measurement,
the purity dependsmostly on m igrationsacrossthe
EF?’
cut. No subtractionof jet pedestalenergyis carried out. Howevet, vzrtationsin the kinematic seiection of the analysisnow give systematicvariationsin
the cross sectionwhich are larger than the statistical
errors, and thus the systematicerror bars are correspondinglylarger.As was seenin Fig. 2c, both Monte
Carlo simulationsfail to describethe forward region
of the transverseenergyflow aroundthe jet axis, and a
reductionof thesesystematicuncertaintieswill require
improvementsin the simulationsused.In Fig. 4 the
correlateduncertaintyarisingfrom the descriptionof
the calorimeterenergyresponsein the Monte Carlo is
againshownseparatelyby the shadedband,The band
alsoincludesthe 3.3%uncertaintyin the measurement
of the integratedluminosity.The,shadedband repre-
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Fig. 4. dm/dg for ep + eX + 2 (or more) jets. lAv/l < 0.5,
Ep > 6 GeV, 0.2 < y < 0.8, Q* < 4 GeV*, xTBs< 0.75.
The solid circles arc correctedZEUS data. The inner error bars
indicate the statisticalerrors, the outer error bars show the systematic uncertainty (excluding the correlated uncertainty) added
in quadrat;lre.The shadedband shows the correlated uncertainty
from measurementof energy in the calorimeterand the integrated
luminosity. Also shown are LG QCD calculations.The parton distribution sets used for the photcn a% LAC3, GS2, GRV, LACl
and DG. The proton parton distribution set used is the MRSA set.

sentsthe width of the uncertaintyaround each data
point.
Fig. 4 shows the measuredcross section da/d@
for roBs
Y
< 0.75 and the kinematicrange indicatedin
the figure caption50. The cross section is around 2
nb for central valuesof 7f and rises to 4 nb at q =
1.5.The LO crosssections,shownfor comparison,are
calculatedusing different photon parton distribution
setsand the MRSA set for the proton. The theoretical
sensitivityto the parton distributionsin the proton is
small (not shown), with the variationsbetweencurves
calculatedusingdifferentpat-tondistributionsetsbeing
much less than the estimatederrors on the measured
crosssection.As xP is higher in theseeventsthan in
the direct, the effect of kT from partonsin the proton
on this calculationis expectedto be small.
The DG [ 301, GRV LO and GS2 parton distribution setsreproducethe shapeof the cross.,ectionwell
5oNumerical values for these cross sections can be found in a
table in the pmprin; DESY 95-033.
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and can be brought into agreementwith the data by
applying a multiplicative factor of 1.5 to 2. (Note that
the availableNLO calculations [ 3 11 for inclusivejet
photoproduction,which is dominatedby the resolved
process,differ from LO calculations by a factor of
up to t’vo.) The LO calculationsusing the LACl and
LAC3 i>artondistribution sets cannot be brought into
agreementwith the data by a constantnormalisation
factor.However,since the jet pedestalenergiesare not
well describedby the Monte Carlo for the resolved
process.it is difficult to estimatewhat the effects of
hadronisationand parton showeringmight be on the
shapesof the curves, and so no parton distribution
set can be completelyexcludedat this stage,although
LAC3 is disfavoured.
7. Conclusions

Differential dijet crosssectionshavebeenmeasured
in photoproductionwith the ZEUS detectorat HERA.
The cross sectionsmeasuredare da/dfj, IAvl (, 0.5,
B?$ > 6 GeV and 0.2 < y < 0.8, in the regions
of xFBs>/ 0.75 (direct photoproduction)and xFBs<
0.75 (resolvedphotoproduction).The measuredcross
sectionshavebeendefinedin sucha way that they are
calculableto higherordersin QCD. We havecorrected
back to :,.ti final stateparticles and no subtractionof
jet pedestalenergieshas beencarriedout. Our results
are comparedwith the expectationsof LO QCD. The
direct cross section, which is sensitiveto the gluon
content of the proton, is consistent with LO QCD
calculationsto within 30%. Hadronisation,incoming
parton g and the choice of scale also influence this
comparison.The shapeof the resolvedcross section,
which is sensitiveto the gluon contentof the photon,
is describedby LO QCD calculr&ionsusing the DG,
GRV LO and GS2 photon parton distributions.However, most LO QCD calculationslie below the data
by a factor of 1.5 fo 2. Comparisonwith NLO calculations for both the direct and resolvedphoton cross
sectionswould be extremely valuableand should allow strongerconclusionsto be drawn.
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